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ABSTRACT
Nowadays, internet is leading the world to the top of communication
technology. The functions of internet can never be narrowed down; it is just foil of
potential to be improved evenmore. Website is one of the most potential internet tools
which can be used without any limitation. Nowadays website application has been
widely used for management purposes too, because people will always tend to use the
technology in order to perform and complete several tasks in a systematical ways. Via
the development of websites, government and non government organizations can
always manage their management system in fast and practical manners. In UTP, there
are many types of system like this that are already exist and one of them is on Key
Performance Indicators (KPI). KPI help an organization define and measure progress
toward organizational goals. Once an organization hasanalyzed its mission and defined
its goals, it will use KPI to measure progress toward those goals. KPI are quantifiable
measurements that reflect the critical success factors of an organization. They will differ
depending on the organization (Moshood Adeniji Bello, 2008). As in UTP, one of KPI
measurement is based on lecturers' performance with respect to their publications and
consultancy work. The existing KPI system is notcentralized and the functions arequite
limited. This is the reasonwhy the development ofKPI Portal is proposed with the hope
that the new system can help to motivate each lecturer in UTP to improve their skills as
it also would be able to build healthy competition environment among UTP lecturers.
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Performance management is a process which contributes to the effective management
of individuals and teams in order to achieve high levels of organizational performance.
The ever changing dynamism in the academic environment affects the Education
Industry too, bringing usage of KPIs within the education providers in the Country.
A key performance indicator (KPI) is a business metric used to evaluate factors that
may be vital to the success of an organization. KPIs differ per organization; an
educational organization may have a key performance indicator like the graduation
rate and success in finding employment after graduation. Further to this the key
performance indicators can trigger tasks related to the department in the college or
university. During the process of the design of KPIs, all the employees in the
organization play a crucial role. It is important to see that all employees understand the
KPIs of the organization and have the ability to relate to the KPIs set for the department
or the organization as a whole.
KPIs allow for long term monitoring of operational efficiencies. They ensure
consistency in the typeof information being tracked and in how it's measured. KPIs are
used for on-going processes and they offer an excellent opportunity for
organizations to target specific areas of growth and to achieve maximum business
performance. This completely to aneducational set up too (Kakul Agha, 2007).
1.2 Problem Statement
KPI has been widely used nowadays; but here in UTP, there is still no centralized online
system which would help to ease the current KPI management system. Because of that:
1. Rector unable to keeps track KPI status for each lecturer as it is important to
ensure UTP is progressing positively towards UTP goals and values.
2. Administrators that are responsible for managing UTP KPI records are unable to
update the databases of KPI records almost immediately which would lead to
inaccurate information later on.
3. Lecturers unable to check their KPI details and all the related information that
wouldcontribute to their KPI performance such as conference paper and journal
paper.
4. Lecturer's publications records are not well preserve for future usage and
reference.
1.3 Objective
The main objective of this project is:
1. To develop an online system that would perform all the functions needed to
enhance the current UTP's KPI system.
2. To enable the administrators such as the Rector to keep track lecturers
performance with respect to their publications and consultancy work.
3. To create an archive as to store the contents of the conference papers and
journals.
1.4 Scope of Study
The scopes of study for this project are:
1. To determine cut-offpoint for keying the information into the database.
2. To decide on the person(s) responsible for keying-in the information.
3. Initialization ofthe respective KPI targets.
4. Accessibility issues - who is authorized to see or edit, to determine key fields
required.
5. To determine the database structure and number of databases required.




Basically the outcome of this project is an online system which is integrated with a
database system working as a storage manager for data of the system itself. Only the
identified key personnel will have the privilege to alter or update the database and also
the system. While the users such as lecturers can only interacts with the system online
via UTP networks. The connections between the System, Database, Administrator and
Users are demonstrated in Figure 1.
Administrator
Users
Figure 1: System, Database, Administrator and Users
2.2 Online System
KPI Portal is an online system which will be installed in a device (computer) that will
works as a server; where all users can interacts with the server using their own
workstation.
To be considered online, one of the following must apply to the selected device:
1. Under the direct control of another device
2. Under the direct control of the system with which it is associated
3. Available for immediate use on demand by the system without human
intervention
4. Connected to a system, and is in operation
5. Functional and ready for service (Wikipedia, 2009a).
2.3 Database Management System (DBMS)
A database is a structured collection of data that is stored in a computer system. The
structure is achieved by organizing the data according to a database model (Wikipedia,
2009b).
A DBMS is computer software that manages databases. DBMSs may use any of a
variety of database models. In large systems, a DBMS allows users and other software
to store and retrieve data in a structured way (Wikipedia, 2009c).
KPI Portal will have its own structured databases which will be manage using XAMPP.
XAMPP is an Apache web server software distribution containing MySQL, PHP and
Perl.
2.4 Developing Web Application with PHP
PHP stands for "PHP Hypertext Preprocessor" which is designed for creating dynamic
web pages. It is actually an embedded scripting language for HTML, a language that
combines elements of Perl, C and Java.
PHP is particularly strong in its ability to interact with databases. It can handle the
connection to a database and communicate with it. By telling PHP the name of the
database and where it is; it will connects to the database, passes all the instructions to
the database, and returns the database responses (Janade Valade, 2004a).
Advantages of PHP
KPI Portal will be developed using PHP because:
1. Fast. Since it is embedded in HTML code, the response time is short.
2. Easy to use. PHP contains many special features and functions needed to create
dynamic web pages. The PHP language is designed to be included easily in an
HTML file.
3. Compatibility. It runs on a wide variety ofoperating systems and web browsers.
4. Secure. The user does not see the PHP code.
5. Support databases. PHP includes functionality designed to interact with specific
databases.
6. Customizable. Allows the programmer to modify the PHP software, adding and




3.1 System Development Life Cycle (SDLC)
SDLC in systems engineering and software engineering refers to the process of creating
or altering systems, and the models and methodologies that people use to develop these
systems. The concept generally refers to computer or information systems (Wikipedia,
2009d).
This project is going to follow all the steps involved in SDLC phases. This method is
practical and systematic as to ensure the final product would be a big success to both the
developer and also the customer. SDLC consist of four major phases which are
Planning, Analysis, Design and Implementation.
The details of each phase are as Figure 2 below:
The first stage; where problems need to be indentified in
order to come out with a set of objectives. Feasibility
study also will be conduct in this phase as to ensure this
project can proceed smoothly and always on track.
At this phase, the problems identified will be analyzed to
come out with appropriate solutions. Analysis on user
needs and requirements gathered will be conduct to
predict what functions the system will have.
A very crucial phase; where all the requirements
gathered will be transform into a system. The
development of the system will include the design of the
interface, database, functions and interactions.
This is the final stage; where the constructed system will
be test thoroughly before I can be implemented. The
operation and maintenance processes of the system also
will be documented briefly in this phase.
Figure 2: Phases of System Development Life Cycle
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A methodology is a formalized approach to implementing the SDLC. There are many
systems development methodologies, and each one is unique based on order and focus it
places on each SDLC phase. Listed below are some of the methodologies that can be
used:
1. Structured Design
2. Rapid Application Development (RAD)
3. Agile Development
3.1.1 Rapid Application Development (RAD)
RAD-based methodologies attempt to address both weaknesses of Structured Design
methodologies by adjusting the SDLC phases to get some part of the system developed
quickly and into the hands of users. In this way, the users can better understand the
system and suggest revisions that bring the system closer to what is needed (Alan
Dennis, Barbara Haley Wixom and David Tegarden, 2005a)




3.1.2 RAD: Phased Development
A phased development-based methodology breaks the overall system into a series of
versions that are developed sequentially. The analysis phase identifies the overall
system concept, and the project team, users, and system sponsor then categorizes the
requirements into series ofversions (Alan Dennis, 2005b).
The main reason of choosing this methodology is to ensure that the users can get partial
of the system run quickly. The system does not perform all the functions users need at
first as it is not fully completed, but it should at least have met minimum requirements
of the system.
Figure 3: A Phased Development-based Methodology
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Referring to Figure 3, the most important and fundamental requirements are bundled
into the first version of the system. Once version 1 is implemented, work begins on
version 2. Additional analysis is performed based on the previously indentified
requirements and combined with new ideas and issues that arose from the users'
experience with version 1. Version 2 then is designed and implemented, and work
immediately begins on the next version. This process continues until the system is
complete or no longer in use (Alan Dennis, 2005b)
KPI Portal is predicted to have at least 3 versions. Each version will be enhanced with
new found requirements and functions. Each version is expected to have:
Version 1
1. graphical user interface
2. user and author profile
3. login and logout functions
4. view, add, edit and delete functions (for publication)
5. a database for conference and journal paper
6. search function
Version 2
1. file and picture upload function
2. a function to generate reports for publication
3. JavaScript functions when editing or deleting data
4. generate report function
5. printing function
6. KPI marking system
Version 3
1. a more user friendly GUI
2. enhance the KPI marking system
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3.2 KPI Portal: GUI
This part shall discuss and provide some ideas of the system GUI and its functions for
KPI Portal as to get a clearer picture on how the system will looks like when it is
operating later on.
3.2.1 Main Frame
Main frame is the main layout that will beused throughout the whole system interfaces.
The designed main frame will have similar operations and used similar elements for
similar tasks. This is to ensure the consistency of GUI for the system. Main benefit is
consistent interfaces are easier to learn and use.
Figure 4 illustrates the early layout of the main frame. There will be two main buttons
which are Home and Logout. Home button shall be linked to the homepage so that the
user will easily go back to the homepage when navigating throughout the system. The
logout button will ended the usersession from accessing the system.
3.2.2 Breadcrumb
Breadcrumb is used as a navigation trail so that it would be much easier for the users to
track their location on the system. Figure 4 showsthe location of the breadcrumb inside
of the main frame.
3.2.3 Content Area
Content area is the only part from the main frame thatchange depends on what page the
user navigated or what link they clicked. It is located in the middle of the main frame as
shown in Figure 4. iframe will be used to build this area, iframe is a HTML tag that
defines an inline frame that contains another document or page.
11
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Figure 4: Layout design ofthe Main Frame
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3.3 KPI Portal: Overview
Figure 5 below illustrate the flow of the system when a user accessing the system. This
figure also describes some of the main functions that the user can use. Basically there
are two options for the user which are Publication and Profile that will be discussed into





























Figure 5: Flow Diagram for KPI Portal
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3.3.1 Registration
Before the system can be used, registration is needed as to enter all the required user
data into the system database. This step can only be done by the administrators, as they
have the privilege for data entry into the system. This is important as to avoid
unnecessary registration by irresponsible person that might flood the user database.
Listed below are the identified data which are required for user registration:
1. Full name








"Staff ID" will be assigned as the Primary Key (PK) for user database because each
lecturer owned a unique staff ID. This will ensure that there will be no duplication of
user entry later on.
Each registered user will be provided with a default password which will be the same as
their IC number, this mean that only the owner of the IC number can login into his or
her account. Users can always change their default password after they have login into
the system later on.
14
3.3.2 Login Page
After all the identified users are registered to the system, they can start accessing the
system. But they need to login first. Login and logout function are very important as to
ensure user privacy is at its highest level especially when the system stored important
information about the user.
Figure 6 below illustrates the early layout of the login page. The login form required
user's staff ID and their password to access the system. If the staff ID and password did
not match any information inside the database, no access will be allowed at all.
WELCOME TO
KPI PORTAL
Figure 6: Layout design ofthe login page
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3.3.3 Homepage
After the user successfully login into the system, they will be redirected to the
homepage which acts as the control panel. This control panel is very important as to
structure and organize users' data inside the system. From this panel user can access all
the ftinctions available provided by the system according to their classes.
Figure 7 below illustrates the early layout of the homepage. In this page, photo of the
user will be displayed with the simplified version of their profile. User can always
access their full profile by clicking on the "My Profile" button. As for publication
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There will be three types of publication page since there will be three levels of user
which are the lecturer, head of department and also the rector.
Lecturer Level
Figure 8 below illustrates the early layoutdesignofpublication page for lecturerlevel.
From this page lecturers are able to:
• view their existing records that will be sort by year
• search for their records
• add new records
• upload file (doc and pdf only)
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Figure 9 below illustrates the early layout of the publication page for head of
department level.
From this page, the head ofdepartment will be able to
• view the performance of each lecturer individually, therefore conclude the
performance of the department itself
• view the records uploaded by the lecturers
• search for the available records
• generate a report regarding the performance of the department
jliotuci













Figure 9: Layout design of the Publication page for head ofdepartment
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Rector Level
Figure 10 below illustrates the early layout of the publication page for rector level.
From this page, rector will be able to:
• view the performance of each and every department
• view the overall performance
























Figure 10: Layout design of the Publication page for rector
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3.3.5 User Profile
By clicking on "My Profile" on the homepage, users will be directed to their respective
profile. User's profile is used to display all of the necessary information regarding the
user.
Figure 10 below illustrates the early layout design of the user profile. Each lecturer and
staff will have their own profile or contact information which is important to UTP as a
record. Users also can view their KPI records. Other than that, users can edit or update
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1. Adobe Dreamweaver - to develop the website
2. Adobe Photoshop - to design the website banner and icons
3. XAMPP - to handle the databases
4. Microsoft Office 2007- for documentation purpose
3.5 Gantt Chart
This project is estimated to be completed within two semesters. Referring to the Gantt
chart in Figure 11, Semester 1 is about doing a lot of research in order to gain deep
knowledge on developing an online web system and also on database system. During
semester 1, research on KPI system will also take place as to gather and understand all
the requirements needed to develop the system itself. While in Semester 2 is more on
developing the system itself, this is where the process of designing and programming












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































When user login; a session will be created. In PHP, session is a special type of variable
whose value is maintained across subsequent pages.
Session helps the system to recognize either the user has login or not. If the user is
already login, he or she can continue to use the system. And if not, the user will be
automatically redirected to the login page.
KPIpoftal
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Figure 13: Login page
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Session value will be destroyed when the user closes the web browser; the maximum
time set on the server for session lifetime is exceeded, by destroying the session or by
logging out from the system.
KPIoortat
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Figure 14: Logout button







KPI Portal is designed for multiple type of user which includes lecturer, administrator
and also the rector. Therefore the system itself should be able to recognize the type of
each user that login into the system and redirect them to their respective pages.
The best way is by setting the type of the user inside the database and let the system
recognize the type of user after they successfully logged into the system using the "if-
else" conditions.
Different menu will appear for each type of user and the interface will also differ
according to their privileges.
For example:








else // type —rector
{
MENU for the rector
}
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If the login user detected as a lecturer, a simple menu will appear. From this menu, they
can view profile, update profile and also view their publication records.
KPI portal
Home My Profile Publication Cor^ac: Logout
Figure 15: Menu for lecturers
While as the administrator, there are two extra button in their menu where it allow them
to view KPI records, set the KPI targets and also to register new users.
KPIportal
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The uploaded records can be view in table form. These records are grouped by year.
And from the table, the records are sorted alphabetically. By doing so, browsing all of
the available records would be much easier for the users.
To view the details of the record, user can simply click on the title of the record that




















Under "Archive" menu, the buttons to browse all the records are automatically
generated from the database. Where it can detects the available years and also the
number of records under those particular years.
For example, when we add a new record for year 2010; a new "2010" button will
appear automatically with "(1)" besides it to indicate that currently there is only one
















Figure 18: Archive menu to view records
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4.3.3 Report Function
When monitoring the performance of KPI according to the number of conference paper
and journal, a proper report is needed as to list up all of them. To simplify the work, this
system can help to generate a report in a table format where the content of the report
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Figure 20: Report sort by quarters
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4.4 DISPLAY PAGE
Display page is used to show complete information regarding a record such as the title,
authors' name, year, etc. From this page if the user login as a lecturer, he or she can
only download the file attached with the record and also view the author's profile.
While as the administrator, there will be another two extra functions for them which are
the update and delete function.
4.4.1 Download Function
This is the detail page where all the information regarding a record is displayed. From
here, user can download the file that is related to the record. This file can be useful as a
reference both to the authors and UTP. Because instead of relying on paper records
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Figure 21: Record details with download button
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4.4.2 Update Function
Update function only available for the administrators where they can update any records
that are already uploaded into the system. This feature is quite important as to ensure all
the records stored into system are up-to-date.
To update a record, administrator can select the "Update" button from the detail page.
Basically the update function works the same as the "Add Record" function except that
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Figure 22: Record details with update function
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4.4.3 Delete Function
Delete function is also available for the administrators where they can delete any
records from any years. By selecting this action, the system will delete all the details of
the record from the database and also automatically delete the attached file.
KPI portal
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Figure 23: Record details with delete function
To avoid the administrators from accidently delete unnecessary record, the system will
alert the administrator and ask for their confirmation before it can continue with the
deletion process.
Figure 24: A confirmation dialogue box
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If the administrator proceeds with the confirmation, the data related to the record will be
deleted from the database. This can be achieved by using the DELETE FROM
statement. For example:
Squery= "DELETE FROM table_name WHERE
Record id = some value":
After the system successfully delete the record from the database, the system will
continue the deletion process by deleting the file uploaded with the record. This can be





The listed author's name is actually a link which allows the user to view the profile of
the author in a small pop-up window.




Figure 25: Author's Profile
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4.5 SEARCH PAGE
Search function is one of the needed parts of the system since the system will involves
with a large records of database. Searching function would become handy to the users.
From the search form, user can start searching any records by entering the title or by the
year or by the author name.
4.5.1 Ajax Suggestion
To make the search function works effectively, Ajax suggestion is applied to the search
function. By doing so, the search function will automatically list all the possiblerecords
available in the database when the user starts entering the input.
After the user select any one of the suggestions and click on the search function, the
results of the search will be displayed in a table just below the search form. From the
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Whenever the user adds a new record (conference paper or journal) into the system,
they are also required to uploada file that is related with the record. The purposeof this
function is to store the full content of the publication online. By doing so, KPI Portal
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Figure 27: Add record form with upload function
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4.6.2 File Restrictions
The upload function can be used to store many types of file. Therefore, a restriction for
file type in upload function is needed as to avoid unwanted file type that might bring
harms to the system. Currently, KPI Portal only allows uploading two types of file
which are PDF and DOC.
To add a file type restriction, this PHP code can be applied to the upload function:
if (($_FILES["file"]["type"] = "application/pdf")
|| ($_FILES["file"]["type"] = "application/msword"))
{
UPLOAD FUNCTIONS
To add a file sizerestriction, this PHP codecan be applied to the upload function:
if ((($_FILES["fiIe"]["type"] == "application/pdf)
|| ($_FILES["file"]['ttype"] = "application/msword"))




Figure 28: The error when violating the restrictions
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4.7 KPI PAGE
This is the main purpose of the system, to view and measure KPI performance referring
to the number of publication papers andjournals. As for nowthe system onlycompleted
at department level, which mean the system can display the KPI status for department
only as for now.
4.7.1 Setting a Target
Before everything can be measured, the administrator needs to set the targets of their
department so that they can see the different between the actual value and target value
of the publications as to measure the department performance later on.
Using the form below, the administrator can set the target numbers for both conference
paper and journal that must be published by the department for the selected year.
Administrator also can setthe target number for lecturers according to their gred.
™ tJnii/prsili h4iiiolof|iPt iROfjfls





Figure 29: Form to set KPI targets
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4.7.2 KPI Performance
The head of department can directly view the overall performance of their department
from thehomepage. This page will automatically display the records forcurrent year so
that it would be much easier for them to view their department performance from time
to time.
The actual, target and total values of the publication are displayed in figures so that it
would be easierto estimate and measure the KPI performance.
KPI portal
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Figure 30: Actual, target and total numberof publications
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4.7.3 Updating a Target
Once the KPI for the targeted year is set, they can always update the target within that
particular year. This is just an extra function as to enable the administrator to alter the
target when it is needed.
KPI portal
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Figure 31: Form to update KPI targets
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4.7.4 View Previous Records
When new targets are set, the previous targets and records are preserved. This allows
the head of department to view and compare the performance of their department with
previous records.
KPI portal
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As mentioned, this system should have three levels of interfaces which are Rector
Level, Department Level and Lecturer Level. But currently this project completed a
working prototype for the Department Level only. The reason for focusing the
development on the Department Level is because the Department Level actually covers
all the needed functions that are also needed for both Rector Level and Lecturer Level
interfaces.
From the results of the development (Department Level), we can see that KPI Portal can
be apply for real usage in UTP as centralized online system that would be able to
improve current KPI management system thus allow monitoring UTP's performance
effectively. Other than that, the archive that stores all the records and contents of the
conference papers andjournal can be usedas a backupor for future references.
Overall, the development of KPI Portal has met the very objectives of the project. But
there still a space for improvement as to ensure the final product would bring a perfect
output in measuring the performance of UTP.
5.1 Recommendation
Continue the development for the rector and lecturer level interfaces. As for displaying
the KPI performance, rather than displaying in figures form, a JavaScript also can be
apply to display it in a form of a graph or progress bar as would be much effective to
display it that way.
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